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About This Game

Are you ready to have a blast and become the best volleyball player in the world? Super Volley Blast is an over the top beach
volley game that provides plenty of fun for you and your friends.

Unique features like the story mode, where 1 or 2 players will face 7 teams formed by some cool personalities, or a complete
avatar editor that will allow to bring yourself, family and friends or your favourite celebrities to the court.

But the best part is the original Super Blast mode! Customize a set of special rules to create a crazy fun experience: the chicken
ball which changes trajectory when it decides to, or the icy floor that makes playing a bit more... tricky. Combine those rules to

find your favorite Super Blast experience, and beat your friends on it.

Up to 4 players at the same time or 16 in a tournament, teamplay is the key to achieve victories. Good positioning in the court,
communication and skills will decide who's the winner.

Set the rules you like and play a quick match, or compete in a tournament at places around the world with your friends, unlock
the special characters of the story mode and complete all the challenges. New game plus for the most skilled players included.

Can you imagine playing some volley in the sunny Barcelona beaches or under a rain of sakura petals in Tokyo? Join in and have
a blast!
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This game really took me by surprise. I have been looking for a decent volleyball game for a while and this actually delivers.

The game is easy to learn and feels arcade-y, but underneath it offers a surprising amount of depth. I would say that it is in-
between Mario Tennis and Top Spin in terms of arcade vs simulation (or NBA Jam and NBA 2K, but leaning closer to 2K than
Jam).

Pros
A solid foundation for a beach volleyball game.
An absolute blast to play in multiplayer or coop.
A reasonable single player experience (tournaments and decent difficulty settings).
Avatar creator is fun.

Cons
It could use some additional polishing and content.
The AI player is but could be better.

Conclusion: I really hope people will support this developer so that they can make it better because this game definitely deserves
it. It has a reasonable amount of single player content at the moment and is an absolutely blast in multiplayer.. crazy fun with
friends!
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